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Simone Krug, “Crystal Balls, Red Light Spectacle and a Pop Art Nun: the Best Shows in Los Angeles.” Frieze          
(February 14, 2019), accessed online.

Nearby, Emi Winter’s traditional Zapotec patterned rugs grace the gallery floor, objects that straddle the 
space of utility and ornament and that eventually, like a sock, will wear out. Like Winter, however, Shaver 
fragments these traditional designs, selecting parts of patterns to create unusual, striking geometric de-
signs. Both artists use the texture and material of the conventional to subvert it.

Emi Winter, Untitled, 2018, oil on board, 25 x 20 
cm. Courtesy: the artist and Parker Gallery, Los 
Angeles

Crystal Balls, Red Light Spectacle and a Pop Art Nun: the Best Shows 
in Los Angeles
As the inaugural Frieze Los Angeles opens this week, here are the exhibitions you shouldn’t miss across the 
city

Nancy Shaver and Emi Winter
Parker Gallery
3 February–30 March

A lone sock resting on a wood and fabric patchwork box is a 
humorous 3-dimensional trompe l’oeil, a garment one might 
mistake for the real thing. Nancy Shaver’s Flat Goods (2006) 
and other sculptural works in ‘Gathering Texture, Following 
Shape: Nancy Shaver and Emi Winter’ are comprised of the 
‘the real thing’ – found dress fabric, wooden spools, and other 
playful bric-a-brac. Her sculptures seem to take on multiple 
lives, where cast off detritus is revivified as material and ready-
made pattern. While many sculptures recall grandma’s beloved 
floral loveseat, one aberrant work (Sentinel, 2018) repurposes a 
faded wrestling character t-shirt. Installed before the house 
gallery fireplace beside the more decorative pieces, Shaver’s 
fabric character opens his mouth in a tough guy scream and 
flexes his giant muscles. The shadows and contours of his body 
are cracked and peeling, a mark of time that likewise references 
the gradual decay of the body.

https://parkergallery.com/exhibitions/nancy-shaver-emi-winter
https://frieze.com/article/crystal-balls-red-light-spectacle-and-pop-art-nun-best-shows-los-angeles



